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INTRODUCTION
NDE mctbocls arc needed to determine tbc structure intcgrit y, stiffness and durability
(residual life) of structures and they can be extremely useful in assuring the performance of
struct urcs using smaller safety factors. Whi Ic tbc integrity and st i fhcss can be extracted directly
from NDE measurements, strength and durability can not be associated with physical parameters
and tbcrcforc, cannot be measured by NDE methods. Spcci ficall y, NDE methods arc developed to
detect and cbaractcrizc flaws and to determine the material propc[lies of test specimens, For many
years, composites as multi-layered anisotropic media, have posed a cballcnge to the N1)I1 rcsearcb
community. PU1SC-CC11O and through-transmission arc tbc leading methods that arc used in practice
to evaluate tbc quality of composites. 1 lowcvcr, these methods provide limited and mostly
qualitative information about tbc material properties and many defects. Following the discovery of
tbc 1,1.W and the Polar Backscattcring pbenomcna in composites [ 1, 2], numerous experimental and
analytical studies have taken place using obliquely insonificd ultrasonic waves [3-5]. These studies
led to tbc development of cffcctivc quatltitative NDE capabilities to determine tbc elastic propetlies,
to accurately characterize defects and even to evaluate the quality of adbcsivcly bonded joints [6, 7].
In spite ofthc progress that was made botb tbcorctically and cxpcrimcntally, oblique insonification
techniques arc still academic tools and bavc Jlot yet become standard industrial test methods for
NDE of composite materials. ‘1 ‘he authors investigated tbc issues that arc hampering the transition
of these methods to tbc practical world of NIIE atld arc involved with extensive stlJclics to address
these issues. This paper covers tbc progress that was made by the investigators in tackling the
tbcorctical aJld cxpcrinlcJltal issues to solidify the foundation of tbc techniques and their transition
to practical NDFi tools.
I,EAKY LAMB WAVE PHENOMENON
The phenomenon leaky Lamb wave (1.LW) is induced when a pitch-catch ultrasonic setup is
applied to a plate-like solid immersed ill fluid as the result ofrcsonallt excitation of plate waves that
leak waves into tbc water and iJltcrfcrc with the spcclJlar reflect ioJ1. This phcJ~omct~on was
discovered it~ 19S2 using Scblicrcm imaging system while testing a composite laJninatc [1]. This
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discovery led to numerous studies of ultrasonic wave propagation in composites and accurate
analytical modeling oftbc wave behavior in composite materials. Towards the end of 1982, 13arCohcn and Chimcnti [1] made an extensive investigation of the characteristics of the I ,LW
phenomenon and its potential for NI)E applications. The initial efforts concentrated on
cxpcrimcntall y documenting tbc observed modes and the effects of defects. This cffod was
followed by numerous studies of the phenomena [SCC, e.g., 3-5], ]n 1987, 13ar-Cohcll and Mal,
developed cffcctivc capabilities to accurately model the wave bcbavior [6] and to invert the elastic
propc]lies using the dispersion data. ‘1’his study was later expanded to NDE of bonded joints [7].
Follow-on studies by these investigators showed that the capability to invcll the elastic properties is
limited to the matrix dominated ones [8]. To ovcrcomc this limitation, which is associated with the
need for angles of incidence as small as 8“, a methodology that is based on using ultrasonic pulses
was developed fOr the determination of the tllatCrial’s Sti ffilcss CO1lStalltS [9]. Assuming that the
material is transversely isotropic and using pulses itl pitch-catch and pulse-echo experimental
arrangements, it was showtl that all the five elastic constants can be determined fairly accurately. A
parametric study was conducted and the expected error was determined for the various detcrmitled
constants in relation to experimental errors. It was also sbowII that, Clz, tbc constant with the most
sensitivity to defects and, while it can bc invcded, it is seriously affcctcd by errors in the itlcidctlt
and polar angles.
‘1’hc experimental proccdurc that is associated with the leaky lamb wave phctlomcnon
employs a pitch-catch setup where the itnpingitlg wave interacts with tbc material and the reflection
represents the dispersive spectral charactcrist ics of the layered material [I;ig, 1]. Evaluation of the
minima in the reflection spectra at different atlglcs of incidence provides information about the
various wave modes in the form of dispersion curve. The dispersion curves for composite materials
and bonded joints were analytical modeled and were very well corroborated experimentally
confirming the accuracy ofthc mcdcl.

I;igure 1: A Schlieretl
image of the 1 ,1.W
pbcnomcnon showing a
tone burst before atld
after impinging on the
graphite/epoxy laminate.

‘1’he experimental acquisition ofdispcrsion curves for composite materials requires accurate
control ofthc angle of incidcncc/rcccption and the polar angle with the fibers. The need to perform
these measurements rapidly and accurately was effectively adclrcssccl at .IPL where a specially
designed L] W scanner was developed. With the aid of a personal computer, the scatmcr controls
the height, angle of incidence an(i polar angle ofthc pitch-catch setup. The L1,W scanner controls
tbc angle of incidence/reccptiotl simultaneously while maintaining a pivot point on tbe part
surface. A view ofthc l,I,W scatltlcr itxstallcd on a C-scat~ unit is shown in Figure 2. It allows
acquisition of dispersion curves with atlglcs of itlcidcnce between 12 c’ atld 70”, polar atlglcs in the
full 360” range atld the height can be varied over a ratlgc of 10 cm. A computer code was written to
control the incidence and polar angles, the height ofthc transducers from the sample surface, and
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the transmitted frequency. in the past, the data acquisition involved theme of sequentially
transmitted tone-bursts at single frequencies over a selected frequency range (within the 20d13 level
ofthc transducer set). Rcflcctccl signals are acquired as a function of the polar and incidence
angle and arc saved in a file for analysis and comparison with the theoretical predictions. The
minima in the acquired reflection spectra represent the 1,1.W modes and arc used to prepare the
dispersion curves (phase velocity as a function of frequency). The incident atlglc is changed
incrementally within the selected range and the reflection spectra acquired. For graphite/epoxy
laminates the modes arc identified for each angle of incidence in the range of 12“ to 50° to allow
the usc of free-plate theoretical calculations. At each given incidence angle, the minima are
identified atld arc added to the accumulating dispersion curves, and are plotted simultaneously on
the computer display (Figure 3). While the data acquisition is it] progress, the acquired minima
arc identified on both the rcflcctiol~ spectra and the disjmsion curve.

Figure 2: A view of
the L1.W seamer (on
the right portion of the
bridge) installed on the
ll)l,’s C-scan system

‘1’1 Il~ORY ANIJ I>A”l’A 1 NVIil<SION
3’IIc locations of the minima itl the reflection coefficients arc highly sensitive to the
thickness aml the stiffness constants ofthc plate awl arc inscmitivc to the clamping parameters as
well as the presence ofwatcr it] a broad frequency range. Thus the dispcrsiojl data can, in principle,
be used to determine accurately these properties an(i any changes in their values during scrvicc. The
phase velocity of guided waves it) a composite laminate in absence ofwatcr loading is obtained
from the theoretical model as a transcendental equation ofthc form,

For a given data set { f~, Vk }, Cij atld // can be dctcrmitled by minimizing the objective fltnction
(2)
1; (~i;, ~~) X li’~ I C;L I 2
where w~ is ‘a suitable weight fLmctiotl and {;L is the value of the dispersion fhnction ~~ at the k-th
data set. ‘1’hc minimization can bc c:irricd out through a variety ofavailablc optimization schcmcs;
wc have used the SIMf’1 ,1X algorithm to accomplish this.
❑

‘1’ypical results for a unidirectional graphite/epoxy plate is shown in Figure q. The material
(
is AS4/3501 -6 and the polar angle (i.e., the direction of l,amb wave propagation) is O ’. l’hc
rcflcctcd spcct rum for 39.9° inciclcnt angle is shown at the top of the figure, and the accumulating
dispersion curves arc at the bottom. The inverted elastic and stiffness constants arc given at the lcfi.

Figure 3: A view oftbe computer screen
with the reflection spectra on the top and
the accumulating dispersion curve on the
bottom. Ontllcleft, tbcinvertcdel astic
stiffilcss constants are shown.

To demonstrate the capability of the method to characterize materials degradation of
composites, a sample made of AS4/350 I -6 [O]zl laminate was tested after it was subjected to heat
treatment. ‘[’he sample was exposed to a heat ramp from room temperature to 480” F for 15
minutes, and then was taken out ofthc oven to cool in open air at room temperature. Tbc sample
was tested at a specific location before and after beat treatment. The measured dispersion curves
arc shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that there arc distinct differences in the dispersion data for
the specimen before and after heat treatment. Since the beat damage occurs mostly in the matrix,
the effect is expected to be more pronounced in the matrix dominated stiffhess constants, The
constants cjf, c/2, CZZ, c2,; and c..jj obtained from the inversion process are 127.9, 6.32, 11.85, 6.92
and 7.43 GPa, before heat treatment, and 128.3, 6.35, 10.55, 6.9 and 7.71 GPa, af[cr heat
treatment. The most noticeable and significant change is in the stiffness constant C22, which is
the property most sensitive to variations i[l the matrix resulting in a reduction in the transverse
yoLlll~’S modulus.
8.0C Q*
. before heat Irea!mt
,

Figure 4. “1’hc measured dispersion
curves ofa [0]24 graphite-epoxy
panel before and after heat treatment
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It should be noted that cquatioll (1) is strongly nonlinear in cl, and 11, and its sohtion is
non-unique. Thus extreme care must be taken in interpreting the numerical results obtained from
the inversion ofthc dispersion data. On the basis of extensive parametric studies of equation (1)
we have concluded that only the thickness and the matrix dominated constants C22, C2.? and C55
can be determined accurately from the inversion of the dispersion data. This is due to the fact

that the dispersion function G is not very sensitive to the fiber dominated constants c/l and C12.
These two constants can be determined accurately from the travel times and amplitudes ofthc
reflected short-pulse signals in the oblique insonification experiment. The composite is modeled
as a transversely isotropic and dissipative medium and the calculated dispersion curves are
compared to the experimental data using the LIJW setup.
1.1 .W IiXPERIMENTAL CAPABI 1,ITY EN}lANCEM ENT
‘1’o bring the 1,1 .W technique to a practical Llsc, the issues that affect its ilduslrial NDE
applications have been investigated and they were identified to include:
a) Material dcmitv - l’hc invctled material constatlts assume that the material density is known.
NDE measurement ofthc material density can be done by radiography but this method is not
practical atld an altcmativc method ofmcasut-ing the density is needed.
b) Multi-orientation laminates - ~’bc inversion algorithm developed for the determination of the
elastic propcllies has been very successful for unidirectional laminates. The analysis of laminates
with multi-orientation layers using ply by ply analysis is complex and leads to ill-posed results. The
authors arc currently studying methods of im’ctlitlg the material elastic properties without the
necessity to deal with the individual layers.
c) Complex data acquisition - Tbc 1.I,W data acquisition setup is complex and the related process
is not user friendly. We have significantly improved the data acquisition process through
integration of software and hardware. The computer optimizes the setup height to assure the
greatest ratio between the maximum ancl minimum amplitudes in the rcftcctcd spectrum. ‘Ile polar
angle is set using the polar backscattcring technique [2] that allows identification of the direction of
the first layer. IJullhcr, a user friendly control setup that operates on the Widows platform is being
Writtcll to allow jlltcra(.tivc software cotltrol,
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l~igurc 5: A schematic view of the rapid I,I,W test
system.
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cl) l’il~lc-cotlslll~lill~ process - Ilctcrmination of dispersion curves is time comwming and takes
between 10 and 20 minutes for a single point. Recent (icvcloimcnt by the authors allows the
mcasarcmcnt ofthc dispersion carves at a significantly higher speed than before. The experiment
setup is depicted in Figure 5. At selected angles of incident the reflection spectral data is
presented in real time directly on the digital scope after being amplified and rectified by an
electronic hardware. A function generator induces a frequency sweep in the selected ratlge and
is fed to the X-axis ofthc digital scope whereas the amplitude to the receive sigtlals is fed to the
Y-axis. A reference frequetlcy marker is employed to calibrate the acquired spectral data when
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